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The Location of Camp IX

(Plate 1)

Over quite a number of years, there was a friendly disagreement between
John Hunt and Ed Hillary about the exact line and altitudes of the ir

route from the South Col to where Ed and Tenzing had their final camp,
on the night before their famous ascent.

In May 1993, at the time of the 40th Anniversary of their climb, I was in
London and managed to get Hunt and Hillary together to settle this little
matter, once and for all. The accompanying photograph by Do1f Reist of
Switzerland is the basis on which the two of them agreed on exactly where
they went.

These altitudes are all based on the new GPS height of the South Col
and the contours are those on my new map of the upper part of Everest on
the very large scale of 1:2,000.

South Col GPS Station: 25,890ft
Remains of the Swiss 1952 tent : 27,265ft
Where Hunt and Sherpa Da Namgya11eft their loads: 27,395ft
Site of Hillary and Tenzing's final camp : 27,640ft
The Balcony: 27,690ft
The Altitude of Everest's South Summit: 28,7lOft
The Altitude of Everest 's Summit: 29,035ft

It is interesting to note that the height of the final campsite of Hillary and
Tenzing on the night before their first ascent of Everest on May 29, 1953
was 1750 feet higher than today's regular South Col camp , involving a
summit climb of 1395 vertical feet against today's final climb of 3145 feet,
significantly more than twice the Hillary-Tenzing summit climb.
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I. Everest above its South Col (25,890ftI7890m) . (Dolf Reist) (P20)

Significant points on the summit pyramid from the 1950s are detailed ,
following research by Brad Washburn and interviews with the principals in 1993.
The points marked on the photograph are listed below:

1. Remains of Lambert and Tenzing's tent from the Swiss 1952 expedition
(27,265ft/831Om)

2. Point at which John Hunt and Da Namgyalleft food and other equipment
for Ed Hillary and Tenzing (27,395ft/8350m)

3. Hillary and Tenzing's final campsite, 28 May 1953 (27,640ft/8424m)

4. The Balcony (27,690ft/8440m)

S. Th e South Summit (28,71Oft/8751m)

Th e altitude of Everes t 's summi t is 29,035ft/8850m.
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